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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an improved
palletting system, in particular a palletting system suita-
ble to consolidate wrapping pallets for large tiles.

Background Art

[0002] As known, a palletiser is an apparatus which
serves to distribute and stack on pallets a series of prod-
ucts - coming from a production line - for the subsequent
packaging.
[0003] The transfer operation of a plurality of products
from a production line to a pallet, with an orderly and
optimised stacking (based on dimensions, batches,
weights, destination, ...), can be very time consuming
and burdensome if carried out by hand. Therefore, the
known art already offers complex automated systems,
wherein a drawing/releasing and transfer head is driven
into motion on suitable rails (typically in the form of an
overhead crane) according to an operation mode deter-
mined by an automation logic, which can take into ac-
count the products which arrive on an end-of-line con-
veyor belt and suitably distributes them onto a plurality
of pallets available in respective holding stations.
[0004] In the sector of ceramic tiles, in particular, each
product consists of a box containing a plurality of tiles,
which must be taken individually and transferred onto
one of a plurality of loading pallets, these pallets being
different one from the other, for example depending on
the destination, the batch and/or the size of the product.
In order to ease operations, the different pallets waiting
to be loaded are linearly distributed in a certain area
around the terminal of the operating line, which implies
non negligible displacements: the drawing/releasing
head of the palletising system is hence of a significant
sturdiness and power and moves at high speeds back-
wards and forwards on guiding rails.
[0005] In the last few years very large tiles, that is large-
surface tiles, are experiencing commercial success.
These tiles present problems peculiar of this sector,
which impose to identify fully original technical solutions.
In particular, they are wrapped in boxes in groups of few
pieces, because the "covering surface" available in each
box must not exceed values which represent a commer-
cially exploitable limit.
[0006] These boxes cannot be stacked with the larger
surface on a plane (that is horizontally), because exces-
sive pressures would originate which would tend to break
the fragile tiles (of a modest thickness).
[0007] An original wrapping way of these boxes on a
pallet is described in Italian patent IT1408944, in the
name of the same Applicant. A specific application of this
methodology, in connection with palletising systems, is
instead described in Italian utility model application no.
MI2014U000191 in the name of the same Applicant and

to which explicit reference is hereby made for a better
understanding of the field of the invention. US
2010/018165 A1 also discloses a processing path com-
prising a plurality of wrapping machines. In this last ap-
plication an arrangement is illustrated wherein a plurality
of pallets are arranged in preset locations along a recti-
linear main path, and a gripping and distribution head is
movable above said main path; this head draws the prod-
ucts to be wrapped, coming from a conveyor belt, and
transfers and delivers them in the provided sequence on
the different pallets. A strapping head is furthermore pro-
vided, equally movably mounted along an auxiliary path,
parallel to said main path, and which passes in the prox-
imity or in correspondence of said preset locations: a
strapping head is configured to wind at least a horizontal
loop of strap around at least one array of the products
deposited on the pallet. The operating mode provides
that the strapping head consolidates the products on the
pallets and/or completes the wrapping process taught in
IT1408944.
[0008] This arrangement, despite a highly effective op-
eration with respect to the specific palletising require-
ments of tile boxes, has improvement margins.
[0009] As a matter of fact, it must be noted that the
movements of the gripping head and of the strapping
apparatus head are potentially mutually interfering, so
that it is necessary to provide a certain coordination in
the automation logics and which limits the opportunity for
movement. In some conditions, for example for high pro-
ductivity (wherein the production speed of the boxes is
higher than the intervention speed of the strapping ap-
paratus), that may represent an unacceptable limit.
[0010] Moreover, when the strapping head is inopera-
tive, for example for maintenance operations and/or re-
placement of the strap supply bobbin, the entire system
remains inoperative, despite the gripping head being per-
fectly functional.
[0011] These difficulties are the more felt the more the
palletising system is meant to a high-pace production
and in particular for the processing of large-sized tiles. It
is reminded here that, when large-sized tiles are men-
tioned, it is today meant to refer to tiles which may reach
a size of 100 x 300 centimetres.

Summary of the Invention

[0012] The object of the present invention is therefore
to propose a system which solves the above-mentioned
problems and allows a high palletising speed of ceramic
tiles, in particular also large-sized tiles.
[0013] These objects are achieved with a system hav-
ing the features mentioned in claim 1. The dependent
claims describe other preferential features of the inven-
tion.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0014] Further features and advantages of the inven-
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tion are in any case more evident from the following de-
tailed description of a preferred embodiment, given pure-
ly as a nonlimiting example and illustrated in the attached
drawings, wherein:

fig. 1 is a schematic top plan view of the system ac-
cording to the invention; and
fig. 2 is a schematic side elevation view of a portion
of the drawing of fig. 1.

Detailed Description

[0015] A palletising system, in a way already known
per se, firstly comprises a processing path L which, in
the top plan view of fig. 1, can be considered limited by
two border lines X-X’ which determine the lateral bulk
thereof and the safety borders for any operators.
[0016] Distributed along path L a plurality of deposition
stations S, S1, S2, ... Sn is provided, on each of which a
pallet P for the stacking of products SP to be wrapped is
located; in the case under examination, products are box-
es of large-sized ceramic tiles which, as known, are ar-
ranged on the pallet in a vertical attitude for a better im-
pact resistance.
[0017] Along path L, at a certain height above the top
of the loads on the pallet, a carriage C slides which carries
a gripping and transfer head TP for the products SP to
be stacked on pallets. This head TP moves between a
drawing station ST of the products SP - typically the ter-
minal portion of a conveyor belt N - and one as chosen
of said stations Sn where to transfer and position on the
respective pallet the transported product SP.
[0018] This head TP is furthermore mounted vertically
movable on carriage C, so that it can, on the one hand,
descend and draw a product SP from said drawing station
ST, then rise to transport it above a preselected pallet
and, on the other hand, descend onto this pallet in dep-
osition station Sn for depositing there the transported
product in a preselected position of the stacking pile. For
such purpose, head TP is movably mounted, on carriage
C, crosswise to processing path L and, in turn, carriage
C is translatably mounted, parallel to the processing path
L, on a pair of suspended rails or guides R1 and R2.
[0019] The movements of head TP, for the drawing
and the positioning of the products SP on pallets, are
controlled by a logical automation unit, which acts in co-
ordination with the information relating to the batches of
material produced and delivered at drawing station ST.
[0020] According to a first important feature of the
present invention, in correspondence of each one of sta-
tions Sn a strapping unit is arranged with an annular track
for the strap guide arranged according to a horizontal
plane.
[0021] Each strapping unit typically comprises at least
a strapping head R - by which the strap launch and with-
drawal are carried out, as well as the welding and the
cutting - and an annular launch track 1, in which the wrap-
ping strap is slidably guided. The annular track 1 runs

along a generally rectangular plan path, with two first
minor sides opposite and parallel and two second major
sides opposite and parallel.
[0022] As can be detected from the top plan view of
fig. 1, each annular track 1 of the strapping units is ar-
ranged so as to surround, in plan view, the pallet P of the
relative deposition station Sn, so as to allow the applica-
tion of a strapping loop, in the horizontal plane, around
the load of pallet-stacked products.
[0023] The strapping unit is furthermore mounted ver-
tically movable, so that it can perform a strapping loop
at the desired height on the pallet-stacked load.
[0024] According to a further inventive aspect, all the
strapping heads R of the strapping units are arranged on
one of the two sides of processing path L, typically on
the first minor side of launching track 1 of the strap. In
fig. 1, in particular, the strapping heads are all arranged
on the same side. That allows twofold advantages. A first
advantage is that of being able to better mutually compact
the deposition stations Sn, saving the space occupied
by the system. The second advantage derives from the
synergistic arrangement with the palletiser supply de-
vice, which is described here in the following.
[0025] At each strapping unit a respective supply as-
sembly A of strap 2 is associated, provided with an inter-
changeable supply bobbin 3, and with supply means 4,
which provide to the withdrawal of strap 2 from bobbin 3
and to forward it to strapping head R.
[0026] According to an original feature of the invention,
supply assembly A, with the relative bobbin 3 and supply
means 4, are positioned in a first corridor L1 - comprised
between two limiting lines X-Y in the drawing - which is
parallel and adjacent to the processing path L of the sys-
tem, outside the radius of action of gripping head TP.
[0027] In particular, supply assembly A is at a "safety"
distance from the strapping head, such distance being
the minimum one necessary to avoid any interference
with the admissible movement trajectory of gripping head
TP.
[0028] As is clear also from the drawing, an operator
in charge of the system can freely access corridor L1,
with no risk whatsoever of accidental interference with
gripping head TP. Therefore, even during the standard
operation of the system, the operator can access supply
assemblies A for maintenance operations, of which the
most frequent and important one is that of replacement
of an exhausted strapping bobbin 3. This replacement
operation can hence occur at any time, without danger
of interference with the processing under way on
processing line L. In particular, the replacement of the
bobbin can occur in the step immediately subsequent to
the time when a pallet with its completed load is taken
by a pallet truck Z, for example as represented in station
S1, and immediately preceding the time when a pallet
truck Z brings back into station S1 an empty pallet, taking
into account that pallet trucks move in a second corridor
L2 opposite to the first one L1, without any interference
with the operators who move in the first corridor L1.
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[0029] For greater clarity, it must be pointed out that
the second corridor L2 is on the opposite side to first
corridor L1, with respect to processing path L, and is de-
fined by two limiting lines X’-Y’ in the upper part of the
drawing of fig. 1.
[0030] This second corridor L2 has preferably a width
sufficient to allow, on the one hand, the free removal of
a pallet - with or without load - from a respective station
Sn and, on the other hand, the movement of one or more
pallet trucks Z, also with mutual crossing, in opposite
directions (as shown by the movement lines in the draw-
ing).
[0031] The operation of the described system occurs
as follows.
[0032] In a first step, with station Sn empty and strap-
ping head R fully raised (fig. 2), a pallet truck or other
self-propelling machine Z1 delivers an empty pallet and
positions it on the ground in the station Sn; then it draws
itself out of the station or in any case moves away for
other operations.
[0033] In a second step, strapping head R with the rel-
ative launching track 1 descends and positions itself at
the bottom of the pallet, so as not to interfere with gripping
and loading head TP, leaving fully free the loading and
stacking operations of the products on the pallet.
[0034] In a third step, the gripping head TP picks up
the products, that is, the individual boxes of tiles SP, ar-
riving from a conveyor belt, and transfers them one by
one onto the respective target pallet.
[0035] It must be pointed out here that with gripping
head TP a computerised control system, known per se,
is normally associated, which is capable of recognising
the arriving products on the conveyor belt - even mutually
different each time - and to transport them towards the
pallet to which they are assigned, as well as to position
them in the provided stacking location. It must be noted,
as a result, that gripping head TP does not necessarily
operate univocally with a single station S, until load com-
pletion, but it can serve multiple different stations based
on the features of the product arriving on the conveyor
belt each time.
[0036] In a fourth step, once one pallet load has been
completed, or a first box has been deposited according
to the method described in IT1408944, strapping head
R is caused to ascend up to the desired level and at least
a first strapping loop is performed. The choice of applying
a single strapping loop, or multiple strapping loops at
mutually height-distanced levels depends on the nature
and size of the products or on the wrapping method em-
ployed and is entrusted to the same computerised control
system.
[0037] In case one wishes to perform the wrapping of
boxes of large-sized tiles - which must be deposited main-
taining them on a vertical plane, as described in
IT1408944 - the original configuration according to the
invention allows to implement a singular wrapping mode.
As a matter of fact, since the strapping head is preferably
on the first minor side of the rectangular launching track

1, the mutual binding process between the boxes of tiles
is carried out starting from the pallet central symmetry
axis and continues outwards. In other words, as can be
seen also in fig. 1, the first boxes are deposited vertically
in the central part of the pallet, on the central symmetry
axis which is aligned with strapping head R. The subse-
quent boxes are deposited adjacent to the left and to the
right of the central one. In order to maintain in equilibrium
the first boxes in a central position, as suggested also in
IT1408944, movable retaining means (not shown) are
provided which maintain the central boxes upright as long
as necessary to complete the tie between a first group
of boxes, with a fast-print surface wide enough to inde-
pendently maintain the equilibrium.
[0038] In a fifth step, after the load has been completed
and suitably tied with a strap, the strapping unit is caused
to ascend back up to the uppermost position thereof,
above the top of the load. In this position, pallet truck Z
can intervene - coming from second corridor L2 - and
draw the pallet complete with the relative load, for exam-
ple to transfer it to a further wrapping station (not shown)
or a warehouse.
[0039] As can be understood, with the system of the
invention the objects set forth in the premises are per-
fectly achieved.
[0040] A highly efficient configuration has been provid-
ed, since it does not provide any significant idle time for
the ordinary maintenance of the strapping units. As a
matter of fact the operator can act also during the ordinary
operation of the palletiser and it is necessary only a very
short operation break for inserting the new strap from the
feeding assembly A to the strapping head R. If one of the
strapping units has a fault, the palletiser system can op-
erate all the same exploiting the other deposition stations
Sn.
[0041] However, it is understood that the protection of
the invention described above is not limited to the par-
ticular configuration illustrated, but extends to any other
equivalent construction variant which falls in the definition
of the attached main claim.

Claims

1. Palletising system comprising a processing path (L),
along which a plurality of wrapping stations (Sn) is
provided, meant to house a plurality of pallets (P)
supporting products (SP) to be wrapped, character-
ised in that, at least a gripping head (TP) movably
mounted on guiding means along said processing
path (L), between a drawing station of said products
(SP) and one as chosen of said wrapping stations
(Sn), control means for controlling the movements
of said gripping head (TP) in the transfer and deposit
of said products (SP) to form a load with a preset
order, and strapping means for performing a hori-
zontal binding in correspondence of said wrapping
stations (Sn), the strapping means comprising at
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least a strapping head and a respective launching
and guiding track of a strap (2), wherein said strap-
ping means comprise a plurality of strapping heads
(R), with respective annular launching and guiding
track (1), installed in the proximity of each one of
said wrapping stations (Sn),
with each one of said strapping heads (R) is associ-
ated a respective strap feeding assembly (A), and
said strapping heads (R) and relative feeding assem-
blies (A) are arranged on a first side of said wrapping
stations (Sn) which is parallel to said processing path
(L).

2. Palletising system as in claim 1, wherein said
processing path (L) is adjacent to at least a first serv-
ice corridor (L1) located along said first side, said
feeding assemblies (A) being in said service corridor
(L1) at a safety distance from the respective strap-
ping heads (R).

3. Palletising system as in claims 1 or 2, wherein said
strapping heads (R) and the respective feeding as-
semblies (A) are on the same side of said wrapping
stations (Sn) with respect to said processing path (L).

4. Palletising system as in claim 3, wherein said
processing path (L) is adjacent to a second service
corridor (L2), on the opposite side to said first service
corridor (L1), which gives access to transport means,
or pallet trucks, for the drawing/deposition of pallets
(P) at said wrapping stations (Sn).

Patentansprüche

1. Palettiersystem, das einen Bearbeitungsweg (L) um-
fasst, entlang welchem eine Vielzahl von Einwickel-
stationen (Sn) bereitgestellt ist, das zur Aufnahme
einer Vielzahl von Paletten (P), die die einzuwickeln-
den Produkte (SP) unterstützen, vorgesehen ist, ge-
kennzeichnet durch mindestens einen Greifkopf
(TP), der auf Führungsmitteln entlang des Bearbei-
tungswegs (L) beweglich angebracht ist, zwischen
einer Einzugsstation der Produkte (SP) und einer,
die von den Einwickelstationen (Sn) ausgewählt ist,
Steuermittel für die Steuerung der Bewegungen des
Greifkopfs (TP) bei der Übergabe und Ablage der
Produkte (SP), um eine Ladung mit einer vorgege-
benen Ordnung zu bilden, und Umreifungsmittel für
die Ausführung einer horizontalen Einbindung in
Übereinstimmung mit den Einwickelstationen (Sn),
wobei die Umreifungsmittel mindestens einen Um-
reifungskopf und eine jeweilige Ausbring- und Füh-
rungsschiene einer Umreifung (2) umfassen, wobei
die Umreifungsmittel eine Vielzahl von Umreifungs-
köpfen (R) mit jeweiliger ringförmiger Ausbring- und
Führungsschiene (1) umfassen, die in der Nähe von
jeder der Einwickelstationen (Sn) installiert sind,

wobei jeder der Umreifungsköpfe (R) mit einer je-
weiligen Umreifungszufuhranordnung (A) verbun-
den ist, und
die Umreifungsköpfe (R) und zugehörigen Zufuhra-
nordnungen (A) auf einer ersten Seite der Einwickel-
stationen (Sn), die parallel zum Bearbeitungsweg (L)
liegt, angeordnet sind.

2. Palettiersystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Bear-
beitungsweg (L) mindestens einem ersten Service-
gang (L1) benachbart ist, der sich entlang der ersten
Seite befindet, wobei die Zufuhranordnungen (A) in
dem Servicegang (L1) in einem Sicherheitsabstand
von den jeweiligen Umreifungsköpfen (R) vorliegen.

3. Palettiersystem nach den Ansprüchen 1 oder 2, wo-
bei die Umreifungsköpfe (R) und die jeweiligen Zu-
fuhranordnungen (A) auf der gleichen Seite der Ein-
wickelstationen (Sn) in Bezug auf den Bearbeitungs-
weg (L) vorliegen.

4. Palettiersystem nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Bear-
beitungsweg (L) einem zweiten Servicegang (L2),
auf der gegenüberliegenden Seite zum ersten Ser-
vicegang (L1), benachbart ist, der Zugang zu Trans-
portmitteln oder Palettenhubwagen für den Ein-
zug/die Ablage von Paletten (P) an den Einwickel-
stationen (Sn) gibt.

Revendications

1. Système de palettisation comprenant une trajectoire
de traitement (L), le long de laquelle une pluralité de
stations d’emballage (Sn) sont disposées, servant à
loger une pluralité de palettes (P) supportant des
produits (SP) à emballer, caractérisé en ce qu’au
moins une tête de préhension (TP) montée mobile
sur des moyens de guidage le long de ladite trajec-
toire de traitement (L), entre une station de prélève-
ment desdits produits (SP) et une des stations d’em-
ballage (Sn) sélectionnée, un moyen de commande
pour commander les mouvements de ladite tête de
préhension (TP) lors du transfert et du dépôt desdits
produits (SP) afin de former une charge avec un or-
dre prédéfini, et un moyen de cerclage pour réaliser
un liage horizontal en correspondance desdites sta-
tions d’emballage (Sn), le moyen de cerclage com-
prenant au moins une tête de cerclage et une voie
de guidage et de projection respective d’un feuillard
(2),
ledit moyen de cerclage comprenant une pluralité de
têtes de cerclage (R), avec une voie de guidage et
de projection annulaire (1) respective, installées à
proximité de chacune desdites stations d’emballage
(Sn),
chacune desdites têtes de cerclage (R) étant asso-
ciée à un ensemble de distribution de feuillard (A)
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respectif, et
lesdites têtes de cerclage (R) et lesdits ensembles
de distribution (A) associés étant agencés sur un
premier côté desdites stations d’emballage (Sn) qui
est parallèle à ladite trajectoire de traitement (L).

2. Système de palettisation selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel ladite trajectoire de traitement (L) est
adjacente à au moins un premier corridor de service
(L1) disposé le long dudit premier côté, lesdits en-
sembles de distribution (A) se trouvant dans ledit
corridor de service (L1) à une distance de sécurité
des têtes de cerclage (R) respectives.

3. Système de palettisation selon la revendication 1 ou
2, dans lequel lesdites têtes de cerclage (R) et les
ensembles de distribution (A) respectifs sont situés
sur le même côté desdites stations d’emballage (Sn)
par rapport à ladite trajectoire de traitement (L).

4. Système de palettisation selon la revendication 3,
dans lequel ladite trajectoire de traitement (L) est
adjacente à un deuxième corridor de service (L2) sur
le côté opposé audit premier corridor de service (L1),
qui donne accès à des moyens de transport, ou des
transpalettes, pour le prélèvement/dépôt de palettes
(P) auxdites stations d’emballage (Sn).

9 10 
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